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The only other places where the shading again becomes noticeable are a
few smaller cyclonic areas such as Japan, southeastern Australia, and cen-
tral Argentina.
Why   Cyclonic Countries Are the World's Chief Markets
Strange as it may seem, manufacturing countries buy from one another
far more than from other climatic regions, and their sales are made in
the same regions. England, for example, does ten or twelve times as
much business with the United States as with three or four times as many
people in China. Even with the 350 million people of its own chief colony
in India it does only about as much business as with the 40 million people
of France. The purchases and sales of the United States in foreign coun-
tries are shown in A472 and A473. If the trade of the United States with
the 300 million people in the leading nations of cyclonic regions were cut
off, two thirds of our commerce would be gone in spite of the fact that
there would still be a billion and a half people with whom to trade. If it
were not for our protective tariff our tendency to trade with the other
progressive re'gions would be still more prominent. This is because the
tariff shuts out foreign manufactured goods much more than tropical
raw materials and foodstuffs, which do not compete with our own
products.
Business men continually urge the expansion of our trade with China,
Russia, and especially Latin America. They are right in a way, for those
countries, particularly the ones that are tropical, produce many useful
products which our own country cannot furnish. It is more important for
us as a nation to be able to purchase tropical rubber, quinine, coffee, and
tin, which we cannot possibly produce in our own country, than to be able
to buy European cloth, machinery, or dyes, which are not very different
from our own, and which we might make ourselves, although at a higher
cost. Yet in spite of this it is far more difficult to add a billion dollars
to our trade with tropical America than to add the same sum to our trade
with cyclonic Europe. The reason is largely the difference in energy.
The tropical people do not exert themselves to produce goods that we
want, nor do they earn enough to be able to buy large quantities of the
goods that we make, no matter how attractive such goods may be. Hence
most of the world's trade, as well as most of its other activity, centers in
the cyclonic regions.
How the Cyclonic Regions Lead the World
The people of the cyclonic regions rank so far above those of other
parts of the world that they are the natural leaders. We have seen that
they excel the rest of the world in the number, quality, and productivity

